SPREADSHEET SERVER

COMBINE THE FAMILIARITY OF MICROSOFT® EXCEL WITH THE POWER OF YOUR DELTEK DATA

Bridge the operational gap between company data and reporting for resource savings and streamlined data analytic processes in a secure environment with the power of Spreadsheet Server. While maintaining the functionality of the Excel spreadsheet application, Spreadsheet Server allows you to mix GL and non-GL data from multiple platforms into a single worksheet, creating financial and project reports with drill-down capability using live data right from your Deltek Vision, Vision Cloud, Maconomy, Vantagepoint, Ajera, and ComputerEase ERPs.

- Eliminate requirement for IT or super-users to create/change reports
- Use the narrative reporting feature of Spreadsheet Server to automatically generate your pre-formatted Excel reports in Word, PDF, or HTML format
- Reduce data calculation times by incorporating big data with SMARTcache™ (IMDB)
- No staging area or data warehouse required
- Deploy in minutes

Questions? Call +1.919.872.7800 | UK +44 (0)845.467.4448
Or visit www.insightsoftware.com
Spreadsheet Server works as an intuitive Microsoft® add-in providing live reporting and analysis from Deltek into Excel.

**ACCESS LIVE ERP DATA**
- Connect-ability from Excel to multiple data sources across a variety of ERP platforms
- No more downloading or re-keying/exporting of your GL balance or transaction level data
- Drill down to sub-ledger detail in any ERP module

**REPORT GENERATION**
Spreadsheet Server has the ability to dynamically access any module in your ERP: Financials, CRM, PO, Inventory, Sales, AP, AR, and many more.

**Quote**
"Spreadsheet Server has made my job of reporting so easy. I’m able to answer questions with the click of a button and a quick refresh. Reports are designed exactly as I need them to be including graphs, pivot tables, etc. And the drill down capability is worth all the money in the world!"
- Joseline Leroux
  Financial Analyst
  Midwest Property Management